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BUILD DATE
14th C
17th C
1160
16th C
12th C
16th C
14th C
1310
14th C?

LN1. Crowland Trinity Bridge, in a small town
of that name, 12½km south of Spalding, was
built between 1360 and 1390, replacing previous
wooden bridges, also triangular. The earliest
known reference to a bridge on the site is by
King Æthelbald of Mercia in 716, and it is
mentioned again in a Charter of 943. The
unique bridge is built mainly from Barnack
limestone, and has ashlar and coursed rubble
elements. It comprises three stairways that
converge at the top, above three moulded,
pointed half arches built 120 degrees apart,
each with three supporting ribs, shown in the top
photograph; those in the middle intersect the
ground at the apexes of an equilateral triangle
of side 6m. The upper walkways have high
moulded coped parapets. Each arm carries
flights of steps, which reach to the top on the
west, but are continued by rubble ramps on the
south and east; all the walkways and steps are
c1.8m wide. A life- size seated figure of Christ
holding an orb is prominent, as shown
alongside; it is thought to date from c1260 and
probably came from the west front of Croyland
Abbey. Originally the bridge spanned the River
Welland and a tributary that flowed through
Crowland, but their changes in courses, mean it
now stands only as an ornament at the centre of the village. There is none similar known to have existed so it was
a ‘blind alley’ in design. The photograph below shows the structure as a whole viewed from the south-west.
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LN2. Deeping Gate Bridge is in a village on the south-western edge of Market Deeping, and takes a minor
road over the River Welland into the village for which it is named; the river is on one side of the main street,
houses and a few shops are on the other. The bridge comprises three segmental arches, and carries a roadway
nearly 4m wide with refuges above the four cutwaters; it does not seem to have been widened. The arches are
of spans close to 5.5m, and they have double, chamfered arch rings in 2 orders with hood moulds above, an
unusual arrangement. A bridge is marked here on Saxton’s 1575 map, but the style and a date-stone for 1651, lead
me to believe that it is no older than 17th century, but had a predecessor. The central arch has been rebuilt at
some stage with bricks replacing the limestone ashlar of the rest of the structure, and the markedly different
colour of the parapets from most of the rest of the bridge, suggest that they also are a more modern replacement.
Access is easy upstream and downstream to view the bridge shown in the photograph.
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LN3. Lincoln High Bridge crosses the River Witham in the
centre of the city, and was last in a series built after the Roman
occupation. Then, Ermine Street probably crossed the river by
either a timber bridge, and/or a ford. High Bridge is unique in
England as a medieval bridge supporting domestic and
commercial buildings and still standing; others, all demolished,
were Newcastle Tyne Bridge, York Ouse Bridge, and of
course, Old London Bridge. The first stone bridge was built in
c1160, and may have had five arches over a then shallower,
wider river. The central arch of the bridge of
1160 still exists; it has a span of 6.7m, and is
9.9m wide. On its east side, the street sloped
down into a ford, but the bridge was extended
there in c1235 to carry the chapel dedicated to
St Thomas Becket, and shown in the drawing.
This added 8.7m to the width; it had
quadripartite groined stone vaulting with
diagonal ribs, later largely removed, and
replaced by the brickwork visible in the upper
photograph. The bridge now carries a row of
timber-framed shops which were built in c1550
on a 6m wide western extension supported by
a flattish pointed arch without vaulting. When
the chapel was demolished in 1762, a small
downstream (east) extension increased the
bridge's overall width to 26.5m. The upper
photograph, taken from the east, shows the
unique 12th and 13th century rib pattern beneath
the arch, with remains of a vault with central
diagonal ribs, as well as chamfered transverse
ribs. The 13th century single heavily chamfered
arch ring, below a hood mould, is visible at the
east face. The lower photograph was taken
from the west and shows the 16th century
buildings on the bridge. The replacement of the
iconic bridge has been mooted, a few times to
get rid of the low, twisting passage and make
navigation possible for larger boats, from the River
Trent along the Fosse, and then by way of the River
Witham Navigation to Boston; John Rennie produced such a scheme but it was rejected and the bridge has survived.
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LN4.

Scredington

Packhorse

Bridge

crosses North Beck, which is a small feeder for
the River Witham, on the northern outskirts of
the village of Scredington, 5½km south-west of
Sleaford. The exterior fabric is limestone
ashlar, though the soffits are rubble, as is the
road surface above. The two arches are 4centred rather than segmental and each spans
c2.7m giving a total span of 6m; there are no
parapets. The present width is 2.7m. The
soffits of the northern arch as viewed from
downstream are shown alongside, and the
underside of the southern arch is similar. The impression conveyed is that the bridge has been widened upstream,
and either refaced or slightly widened downstream as well, so its original width may have been c1.4m.
Unfortunately, the appearance now is totally dominated by an extraordinarily unsympathetic ‘refurbishment’ carried
out in 1969, when the abutments and central pillar were encased in concrete as shown below, and presumably
also raised. As for the age of the original bridge, which may now only be visible in the soffits, Hinchcliffe suggests
the 13th century, which seems highly unlikely, the Listing, the 15th century, while the badly maintained plaque beside
the bridge plumps for the 17th century. Guided mainly by the arch shape, I suggest c1500, but stress that there is
little to be seen which could date to then, in spite of access being good all around the bridge.
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LN5. Stamford Town Bridge, crossing the
River Welland, is now an ashlar structure
with 3 segmental arches, which was opened
in 1849. Its predecessor was a 5- arch bridge
built of Barnack stone in the first half of the
12th century. It is in the compendium
because the southern arch survives beneath
the approach to the present bridge, from that
direction, and is shown in the photograph
taken from the British History website. The
view is from the east (downstream), looking
through the segmental arch to where a culvert beneath Lord Burghley’s Hospital joins; it may be that this arch only
carried water issuing from the culvert. The arch spanned 6.3m, and as can be seen the soffits are without ribs. Of
the other 4 arches, 2 at the north end were similar to the buried southern arch in style, with 2 unchamfered arch
rings in 2 orders, but the other arches had 3 chamfered arch rings in 3 orders. Those who inspected the old
bridge concluded that the latter were built later, if at an unknown date, perhaps to replace damaged arches. The
bridge was 3.3m wide at the north end, where there was a gatehouse, demolished in 1778, and 4.2m wide at the
south end, possibly as a result of the presence of the auxiliary turning arch, which can be seen in the photograph.
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LN6. Uffington Bridge carries the road from the village, of that name, 3km east of Stamford, to Barnack across
the River Welland; it is usually dated to the 17th century, and it is marked on the Blaeu map of 1646. However,
a bridge at this location is mentioned in charters of the 13th and 15th centuries, and a bridge is marked on
Saxton’s 1575 map, and nothing about its appearance would rule out its being a century or more older than 17th
century, so I class it as 16th century. The fabric is limestone and largely ashlar, though the parapets are built of
coursed rubble. It is a 3-arch bridge and the segmental arches have double unchamfered arch rings in two
orders; there are stepped triangular cutwaters with facetted tops. The total length is 27m, which given that the
piers are broad implies that the individual arches span just over 7m, and the roadway is 3.9m wide; the soffits
are smooth and it is clear that the bridge has not been widened. Jervoise suggests that there were once refuges,
but that the parapets were rebuilt; if so the tops of the cutwaters would also have required attention, and this
could explain why they share the coursed rubble fabric of the parapets. There is some slippage of the stonework,
including the voussoirs, especially on the north side of the central arch, where it is visible in the photograph.
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LN7. Utterby Packhorse Bridge is beside a
minor road in the village of Utterby, 5km north
of Louth, and it crosses a small un-named
stream which feeds into the Louth Canal. The
fabric is ashlar, and the small segmental arch
has relatively massive voussoirs which are
chamfered, as are the three very heavy ribs on
which the arch rests; the latter spring from
much lower level. The span is 2.7m and the
width is just over 1.5m; as can be seen in the
lower photograph, there are no parapets. The
bridge is dated to the 14th century, by all the
usual

sources and though there is no

conclusive evidence for this, the design and
general appearance make it believable, though
small bridges of such an age are unusual
outside

monastic

precincts.

Hinchcliffe

suggested more than one known packhorse
route which could have incorporated it, but
again that would have been more likely at a
later date. Access is good around the bridge.
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LN8. West Rasen Packhorse Bridge is to be found beside the A631 in the hamlet from which it takes its name,
just west of Market Rasen; it crosses the River Rase, a small tributary of the River Ancholme. Sometimes called
Bishop’s Bridge, it is thought to date from 1310 and to have been commissioned by Bishop Dalderby of Lincoln;
it does seem to appear on old maps though none of them are anything like as old as that. The fabric is coursed
rubble sandstone blocks, and the bridge has been remarkably well maintained. There are 3 segmental arches
of equal span, two of which now act as river arches while the third is a flood arch under which earth has
accumulated. There are double, chamfered arch rings, and the arches are set upon three ribs. The slender
piers, without cutwaters are set on concrete plinths, which may be a relatively modern addition, as is the coping
above the parapets. The arches each span about 3.5m, adding up to a total length of 11.9m, and the cobbled
roadway is 1.4m wide, between parapets of height 0.6m. Until the mid-19th century, more substantial vehicles
used a ford alongside, but then a road bridge was built there. Access is fairly good though the bridge now leads
only to a private dwelling. I have to confess to doubts about the age of this bridge, but cannot go against the
united views of the usual authorities.
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LN1M. Thornton Abbey Gatehouse Bridge:
The barbican outside the gatehouse crossing
a wet moat is shown clearly in the 1706 print
alongside. The abbey is behind the gatehouse,
and the precinct is on the right bank of the
River Humber, north-west of Immingham. As
can be seen from a photograph taken 10 years
ago, the moat has been drained, but otherwise
little has apparently changed in 300 years.
When I visited recently it was to find that the
moat area was now a wilderness, and this
made it hard to see from there whether any
signs of arches remain, albeit probably almost
covered by the moat infill. The lowest
photograph

shows

the

situation.

A

comprehensive investigation carried out under
the aegis of English Heritage who look after the
site, made no mention of such evidence even
though they came down in favour of the
barbican being supported on some kind of
bridge rather than a causeway; they also dated
the whole structure to the 14th century, rather
than following many earlier investigators in
dating it later. So a 14th century bridge of width
c5m may be buried below the barbican, but
there

is

no

really

tangible

evidence.

Interestingly, the investigation referred to
above suggested that a bridge to the north of
the precinct on College Road had visible
medieval foundations, presumably in the
abutments but I cannot add to that information.
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BUILD DATE
16/17th C
c1500
15th C
16th C
17th C
16/17th C
16th C
14th C

RU1. Braunston Bridge carries a path over the River Gwash, a tributary of the River Welland and is close to
the parish church of the village of Braunston-in-Rutland, 3½km to the south-west of Oakham. It has two stilted
segmental arches, with double flush arch rings of roughly shaped voussoirs, separated by a pier carrying
triangular cutwaters which rise to the level of the walkway. The fabric is a mix of stone rubble and brick, with the
latter forming the upper structure including the arches, and patching on the pier. The width of the walkway
between wooden railings is 1.3m, and there are no parapets. The bridge might have been a packhorse bridge,
but it seems far more likely that access to the nearby church was its raison d’être. The Listing states that the
bridge is part-medieval, but is rather confusing. I saw little evidence of such early origins, but must respect the
fact that it is marked on the John Speed of 1610, and so date it to the 16/17th century. Access is good
downstream, though lush vegetation inhibits the view.
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RU2. Collyweston Bridge is on a minor road and crosses the River Welland near to the village of that name,
which is 5km south-west of Stamford; the bridge links the counties of Northampton and Rutland. It comprises 3
pointed (Gothic) arches to the west, and 3 segmental arches to the east, 6 in all with a total length of 33m
according to Jervoise, with individual arches of spans in the order of 4.5m. The segmental arches carry a date
of 1620, but it seems likely that the late medieval bridge, which is marked on John Speed’s map of 1610,
comprised six or more pointed arches. Jervoise suggests that the surviving pointed arches might also have
been rebuilt then, but if that were the case, I would have expected them to be segmental. There are double arch
rings in 2 orders on all 6 arches. The fabric is described as ashlar in the Listing, but is nearer to coursed rubble,
with some of the parapets rubble-built of much smaller stones. There are triangular cutwaters on each face,
tapering to a horizontal line where they join the parapets just below their tops; there are no refuges. At 4.5m, the
roadway is wide by medieval standards, and markings on the soffits which can be seen on the downstream view
below could conceivably result from a widening operation carried out at some stage. However the marks appear
as much on the later arches and it seems unlikely that the bridge would have been rebuilt narrow, only to be
widened soon afterwards. Access is fair to view the bridge from downstream. Accepting that the bridge has
been modified substantially in the 17th century, and that there are puzzling aspects to its configuration, I am still
inclined to date it to the late 15th century.
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RU3. Duddington Bridge, which crosses the River Welland a few kilometres south-west of Stamford, is similar
to nearby Wakerley Bridge. The fabric of the original bridge is a mixture of squared coursed limestone, and
limestone ashlar, and it is usually dated to the mid-14th century; it is marked on the John Speed map of 1610.
As a result of a widening operation in 1919, the two faces of the bridge look dramatically different. Upstream (to
the south-east), is the medieval bridge, shown in the upper photograph, with four pointed arches, each with a
chamfered arch ring, though the parapet is obviously a more modern addition. There is a curious red brick
dressed segmental arch above the original north- eastern arch, immediately adjacent to a channel bringing a
vigorous mill race flow into the river; presumably it provides reinforcement. The two cutwaters between the 3
south-western arches are rounded and have pyramid cappings; perhaps, a third cutwater was removed when
the work was done on the north-eastern arch. Viewed from the north-west (downstream), as in the lower
photograph, the arches are close to semi-circular, with prominent keystones, and blue brick soffits, and this view
makes the extent of the widening operation very clear. A 19th century cast iron marker at the centre of the bridge
divides the civil parishes of Duddington and Tixover. The total length is 22m, with the 3 south-western arches
spanning c5m each, and the carriageway width is now 5.7m, an increase of the order of 2m, from c3.5m. Access
is good, though not to river bank level, upstream.
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RU4. Empingham Church Bridge carries the
A606 over the River Gwash, a tributary of the
River Welland, roughly midway between
Oakham and Stamford. The bridge comprises
three segmental arches giving a bridge length
of19.8m in total, with each arch contributing
c5m. The most noticeable features of the
ashlar

construction

are

the

double

un-

chamfered arch rings, in two orders below
hood moulds, seen alongside, and the large
cutwaters which rise to provide refuges which
are now superfluous because the bridge has
been greatly widened. Jervoise refers to a
roadway 3.9m wide, but that has been far more
than doubled, at the downstream face. I was unable to view the new downstream face other than from over the
parapets, so can say nothing about the arches or their decoration, but there are no cutwaters. Jervoise indicates
that a bridge, probably this one, stood here in 1684, and it is marked on John Speed’s map of 1610, and its
upstream appearance supports a dating to the 16th century. Access to a field from where the upstream face can
be viewed seems to be permitted by the presence of a footpath, but as can be seen the view in summer was
somewhat obstructed by vegetation.
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RU5. Ketton Bridge crosses the River Chater,
a tributary of the River Welland, carrying a
minor road south from the village of Ketton,
which is 5½km south-west of Stamford.
Jervoise states that a bridge, with 6 arches was
seen by Leland in the first half of the 16th
century, and that three of the arches might now
be

contained

within

large

abutments

presumably dating from the widening of the
bridge in 1849. However, local sources date
the bridge to the 17th century, though this
makes the pointed arch and the width of less
than 3m, surprising. However, its absence
from the John Speed map of 1610, tilts me
towards a later 17th century date, though there
was probably a late medieval predecessor.
Jervoise states that the bridge was widened
downstream. This is hard to confirm absolutely
as the bridge cannot be viewed from upstream.
The photograph, above, shows part of the
encased medieval bridge with its pointed arch
formed from roughly coursed rubble; one
unchamfered arch ring is visible but there
could have been others. The present-day bridge, shown in the lower photograph, has a carriageway width of
almost 4m, and the total length of the three visible arches is 14.5m, so that each of the two larger river arches
may span c4.75m. Viewed from downstream the bridge is mainly a mid-19th century ashlar limestone structure,
though the cutwaters, which are large and triangular with decorated caps below the top of the parapet, may be
older. The arches follow the pointed medieval shape, and are decorated with hoodmoulds above the single flush
unchamfered arch rings.
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RU6. Ryhall Bridge is in a village of the same name, 4km north of Stamford, and it carries a local road over
the River Gwash a tributary of the River Welland. There are three semi-circular arches, each with double arch
rings in two orders, and spanning c4m, giving a total length of 13.5m. There are two piers set on stone plinths,
with cutwaters upstream, but not downstream. The roadway is slightly corbelled out on protruding stone supports
and is 3.9m wide between white metal railings. On the upstream face metal beams have been laid across the tops
of the cutwaters and abutments, to support a walkway 0.7m wide which also has white metal railings. The fabric
is mainly coursed, dressed rubble. The bridge is assigned to the 17 th century by the usual sources, though its
appearance on the John Speed map of 1610 means that a dating of 16/17th century is appropriate. Access is
good, and the bridge, viewed as in the photograph from downstream at least, is more attractive than many fitted
with railings.
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RU7. Turtle Bridge crosses the River Welland
carrying a bridleway leading south from the
B672; it is 1½km north-east, and in full view of
the well-known

Welland

Valley

Railway

Viaduct. The main river bridge comprises three
stilted segmental arches, each c2.7m in span,
with the piers, upstream cutwaters, and the
springing for the arches all in ashlar stone. The
upper part of the arches, including the vaults
and parapets, save for stone copings are made
of red brick; the piers rest on concrete plinths.
To the north, there are three smaller partcircular

flood arches, presumably a later

addition, and they seem to be lined with
corrugated material. The two cutwaters on the
upstream face rise to provide refuges. The present trackway width is 4.7m across the river bridge; the Listing refers
to widening in 1793, and I presume this was at the downstream face, shown above, though there is no
confirmation to be had by looking into the vaults. As for the age of the bridge, the Listing mentions both the 13th
and 14th centuries, while acknowledging that there have been repairs and modifications since then, but Jervoise
describes it as made of brick and mentions a 17 th century source which referred to a two-arched bridge. The
appearance suggests that the Listing estimate is much too early; I suggest the 16th century for the lower structure,
which is lent some support by its being marked on the John Speed map of 1610. The brick elements and widening
can be dated to the late 18th century, while the parapets are more recent. Access is easy enough, though the climb
back up to the road on a very warm day was quite demanding. The bridge is unusual and something of a
hotchpotch, but nonetheless quite impressive in its isolated setting beside the boundary marker for Rutland.
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RU8. Wakerley Bridge carries a minor road over the River Welland between the villages of Wakerley and
Barrowden, 10 km south-west of Stamford. It is thought to have been built in the late 14th century, and was widened
upstream in 1793, according to an attached plaque; it appears on the John Speed map of 1610. Nowadays
access is such, that the unaltered downstream face could only be viewed from the river, and I have been unable
to procure a recent photograph, so have used an older one taken from the British History website. This shows
five pointed arches and the chamfered arch rings below hood moulds, and the triangular cutwaters, tapering to
a point, below the carriageway, though they look as if they may be a later addition. The fabric is coursed rubble
except for the ashlar cutwaters and one obvious repair, but upstream, as shown in the lower photograph, the
fabric is ashlar, and the arches are segmental and plain. Strangely, a carved head, above the second arch from
the west on the downstream face, has been given a partner on the newer upstream (southern) face. The
widening, visible in the soffits in the view from upstream, added 0.6m, to the original 3m, enough to ease the
passage of the carriages, coaches and carts in use in the late 18th century. The total length is 24m, with the
individual arches spanning up to 3.4m, separated by piers of breadth 1.8m.
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BUILD DATE
17th C
17/18th C
15th C
15th C
16th C
15th C
15th C
1696
15th C
17th C
17th C

LE1. Anstey Packhorse Bridge crosses the Rothley Brook, a tributary of the River Soar and is near the centre
of the village of Anstey on the north-western outskirts of Leicester. The fabric is slate and granite rubble with red
brick coping on top of the 0.75m high parapets. The bridge comprises five semi-circular arches with single rough
arch rings, each spanning c2.5m; the piers carry cutwaters upstream and downstream, all of which rise to provide
small refuges. The bridge has a total length of 17m, and the cobbled track-way is just over 1.5m wide. There is
no agreement as to the age of the bridge though all accept that it was not built later than the 17 th century, but
around 1500 is proposed by one authority. There are no conclusive design features, nor it seems is there
documentation. I am inclined towards the early date by Hinchcliffe’s suggestion that it might have been part of a
route connecting to Leicester Abbey, and by the difference in its design from a number of others close at hand,
known to date from the 17th century. Access is good all round, and the photograph below was taken from
downstream.
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LE2. Asfordby Bridge is on the minor road
connecting the villages of Asfordby and Kirby
Bellars, 3km west of Melton Mowbray; it
crosses the River Wreake, a tributary of the
River Soar. The bridge has three segmental
arches set upon relatively high imposts. The
shape change under one of the arches
shown in the photograph alongside, taken
from downstream, confirms that the bridge
has been substantially widened, as Jervoise
suggested, perhaps from an original 2.1m.
The widening would seem from this viewpoint
to have been downstream, and that aspect of
the bridge with a mix of concrete, blue and
red brick, and some masonry, part obscured by pipework suggests the sort of rebuilding that would have been
associated with such work, though there has obviously been much later patching. However, the upstream view
presented below is no more coherent, suggesting that large parts of that face have also been rebuilt, in red brick
which looks relatively modern, though older masonry survives under the arches, and in the left-hand cutwaters.
So, perhaps it is reasonable to assign a 17th or 18th century build date to an original narrow bridge, not least
because it would be unusual to make such a main link between two villages any later, to suggest that it was
widened substantially downstream in the 19th century, but that since then it has required a degree of patching
almost amounting to rebuilding. The bridge is not very accessible, especially upstream and cars will have to be
left some distance away.
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LE3. Aylestone Packhorse Bridge crosses the River Soar on the southern outskirts of Leicester, leading to a
country park from Marsden Lane; it is adjacent to the Grand Union Canal. Hinchcliffe supplies details of the
bridge which comprises 8 main arches, and 3 subsidiary arches, separated by broad piers and of total length,
45m, though the causeway of which it was part was allegedly once four times longer. The fabric is primarily
rubble, some granite, but there are brick repairs. The arches are a mix of pointed and segmental, with
considerable variations in span up to c6m, perhaps dictated in part by the need to find firm footings for the piers,
because there are no indications that differently sized or shaped arches were built at different times. The arch
rings also vary a bit, and there is at least one double one of brick, but generally they are rough, single and more
or less flush. The upstream cutwaters are mainly V-shaped and capped conically below the parapet tops, but
two rise to provide refuges, as does the only one downstream. The width of the bridge is slightly greater than
1.4m, and the parapets are 0.9m high. The bridge is dated by all sources to the 15 th century though evidence
of repairs has already been mentioned. The bridge is not easy to view as an entity on either face, because the
river is spread across marshland and there is much vegetation.
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LE4. Belgrave Bridge crosses the River Soar as a part of Thurcaston Road on the north side of Leicester. It is
in fairly depressing post-industrial surroundings, and little of the original structure is visible. It has been widened
at both faces; on the downstream face a massive pipe has been hung on the brick buttresses there (upper
photograph), while a ramshackle-looking pedestrian walkway on the upstream face obstructs that view. The
original granite rubble-built bridge of the 15th century had seven arches and was only 2.4m wide; apart from the
two eastern arches which have been completely rebuilt in brick it presumably survives as the core of the present
bridge. A bridge is marked here on Saxton’s map of 1575. An original pier is probably still visible where one of
the added extension arches coincides with two original arches, (to the left, west, on the lower photograph). The
bridge is now 6.3m wide. The bridge is hardly worth journeying to see, as the remaining medieval structure is
largely masked, and the surrounds are dismal; hopefully when they are tidied, something might be done for an
important medieval artefact.
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LE5. Bottesford Bridge provides the main
access to the village church in Bottesford,
crossing the River Devon, a tributary of the
River Trent. It is also known as ‘Fleming’s
Bridge’ after the Rector of the parish, who had
the bridge built after almost drowning in the
adjacent ford around 1580. Viewed from
upstream, as in the upper photograph, the
bridge has two segmental arches, each
supported by three chamfered ribs, double
chamfered arch rings in two orders, and a
capped cutwater on a slender pier; stylistically,
it seems to hark back more than a century from
when it was built. The fabric is iron-stone
coursed rubble with limestone facings. The
view from downstream, below, is different as
the bridge has been widened by addition of a
single plain segmental arch extension, resting
on the cutwater on that face. The present width
is 1.8m, of which around 0.6m is accounted for
by the extension. The length is 6m, with the
original arches spanning c2.6m; modern
parapets with stapled copings are 1m high.
Access is good around the bridge, and both it
and its setting are attractive.
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LE6. Cotes Bridge is to the north-east of
Loughborough, on the line of the old road from
there to Nottingham, and now carries the A60
over the River Soar, close to the village from
which it takes its name. The bridge itself is at
the western end of a long causeway stretching
back nearly to Loughborough, and in its
original form is still thought to be buried
beneath the modern-day road. The print
alongside

is

an

early

19th

century

representation, and shows multiple (13?)
Gothic arches. There are records referring to a
bridge dating back to the early 14th century, but
it was most likely wooden. The sole surviving
visible stone arch, at the east end of the bridge,
possibly that shown in the print, is thought to
date from the 15th century, and a bridge is
marked here on Saxton’s map of 1575. As
shown in the middle photograph, this arch is of
gothic shape, with single flush arch rings and
the fabric is rubble. Whether the arch has been
widened, on the other upstream, southern,
face could not be seen, but it seems inevitable.
The present bridge, shown in the lower
photograph, is all brick built and comprises 6
semi-circular
cutwaters,

arches

and

separated

surmounted

by

by

low

modern

parapets. It is most likely that this structure
dates to around 1800, though at that time it
was described as having 8 arches.
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LE7. Enderby Packhorse Bridge is on the south-western outskirts of Leicester, near the M1, visible from Blaby
Road. It spans a depression which can fill with water, but contains no flowing stream. The bridge comprises two
pointed arches with a total span of 10.8m, with the larger arch making up 4.8m of this, and the broad pier another
2.6m; and the width of the rough trackway is 1.8m. There are no parapets but the cutwaters which are very
large rise to the level of the track. The fabric is rubble but the single arch rings are made up of dressed and
chamfered voussoirs. Presumably the bridge once spanned the nearby River Soar which must have changed
course. The bridge is usually dated to the 15th century. It should be possible to approach close to the bridge
from Enderby village, but I only managed to view it from some distance, as shown below.
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LE8. King William’s Packhorse Bridge is
another old bridge in the village of Anstey also
crossing the Rothley Brook, about a half-mile
downstream from Anstey Packhorse Bridge, in
the northern outskirts of Leicester. There are
similarities between the bridges with both
constructed from slate and granite rubble and
having semi-circular arches, though King
William’s bridge has only two. There are single
flush arch rings made from roughly cut
voussoirs. The total span is 6m, with individual
arches spanning c2.7m and the parapets are
0.8m high. However, King Williams Bridge has
been substantially widened downstream from
1.9m to 2.8m, and the rebuilt arches have brick voussoirs, as shown above. According to the Listing, this was
done for a visit by the King in 1696, in which case the bridge might have been built some years earlier. However
a recent investigation has shown that the bricks used in the widening operation were wire cut, and of later
manufacture, so Jervoise’s conjecture that the bridge was built in 1696 and widened later, is probably correct.
Access is good, at the end of a lane which is a dog-walker’s favourite, with what that implies; the photograph
below shows the original upstream face with its cutwater rising to a refuge.
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LE9.

Medbourne

Packhorse

Bridge

crosses the Medbourne Brook, a tributary of
the River Welland, in the centre of the village
of Medbourne which is about 6km northeast of Market Harborough. The fabric is
coursed sandstone rubble, and it comprises
4 segmental arches of different spans, the
largest c4m, with single chamfered arch
rings. There are three large triangular
cutwaters upstream, as shown alongside;
they now rise to shelves just below the track
over the bridge but were probably refuges
once; there are none downstream from
where the photograph below was taken.
There are no parapets, but relatively modern
and scruffy wooden railings; the roadway is brick-paved. Hinchcliffe gives dimensions of total length, 20m, and
width 1.8m. The plaque on the bridge suggests it was built in the 13 th century, presumably because a record of
a bridge repair in 1219 exists, but if so, it has been remarkably well maintained, and I doubt that the record can
refer to the bridge we see now. I would date it at earliest to the 15 th century. It is suggested by Hinchcliffe and
others that it is on an ancient route, but it is most easily seen as giving villagers access to their 12 th century
church. It can be viewed from all sides without difficulty.
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LE10. Rearsby Packhorse Bridge is beside a
ford on a minor road, close to the centre of the
village of Rearsby, 11km

north-east

of

Leicester. It crosses a small un-named
tributary of the River Wreake by way of seven
somewhat irregular semi- circular arches. The
total span is 20m, the largest arch spans c2m,
and the 0.5m high parapets enclose a path
1.6m wide. The arches have single, flush arch
rings made of roughly cut voussoirs and each
pier has a cutwater on the upstream face only;
they are unusually rounded as shown in the
photograph above, apart from that to the south which has been rebuilt in brick. Apart from that brick, the fabric is
granite rubble. The Listing suggesting a 16th century build-date, but Hinchcliffe points to a stone inscribed 1714,
as justification for placing the bridge in the 18th century, though the date could easily refer to repairs; I compromise
by dating it to the 17th century, because the appearance hardly aids the exercise. As for whether it is a packhorse
bridge that is another matter, as it seems more likely that it was built to keep attendees at the nearby church dryshod. Access is easy around the bridge. The photograph below shows the downstream aspect.
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LE11.

Sandham

Packhorse Bridge:

Thurcaston is a village just north of Leicester,
separated from another village, Cropston to the
west, by the Rothley Brook. Two ancient
pathways connecting the villages incorporate
packhorse

bridges.

I

consider

first

the

northernmost pathway on which the river
crossing is termed Sandham Bridge. This
bridge, shown in the topmost photograph,
comprises two semi-circular arches, spanning c3m each giving a total length of 7.2m and carrying a cobbled
track-way of width 1.7m. There is a broad pier with substantial cutwaters upstream and downstream and both
rise to refuges in the parapets which are 0.65m high. The fabric is the mix of slate and granite rubble often seen
on old bridges in this area, and I place it in the 17/18th C category.
If the pathway is followed for about 50m east
towards Thurcaston, another bridge crosses a
stagnant pond, rather than a stream. This
bridge, shown in the middle photograph, has a
single

pointed

arch

spanning 2.1m, no

parapets, and a width of just less than 3m. Its
two faces are similar and there is no evidence
of widening in the soffits, so rather curiously it
was built wider than its in-line companion. It is of far rougher construction, with very irregularly shaped voussoirs
made of the same mix of slate and granite, but it is impossible to be sure which bridge was built first. Logic
suggests a dating the same as the other bridge on the path, but I think it may have been built earlier, in the 17 th
century, though its shape is still anachronistic.
I failed to get close to the third of the
Thurcaston group, which is shown in the
lowest photograph. It is on a pathway leading
to Thurcaston Church from Cropston, and its
name of ‘Coffin Bridge’ reflects a time when the
dead were brought this way for burial. The
bridge, also carrying a track across Rothley
Brook is very similar to Sandham Bridge in
fabric and design, with two semi-circular
arches spanning 4.5m each, parapets 0.7m
high, and a width of 1.6m. There are single
flush rough arch rings, and the upstream cutwater shown tapers off below the top of the parapets A dating of
17/18th century seems appropriate..
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Note on Survival Rates.
In the information sheets, I make many references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a
surviving bridge is thought on the basis of other evidence to have been built in the 16 th century or earlier,
appearance on this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. If a Saxton map is
not accessible for any reason, a map of the relevant county produced by John Speed in c1610 is a good substitute,
because as regards bridges they rarely differ much. There is more to be gleaned from these extraordinary maps
which cover most counties of England. I have counted 27 bridges in Lincolnshire on Saxton’s map. Of them, it is
my judgement that only 4 still stand, at least in part, and are thus in my compendium, a 15% survival rate. For
Rutland, based on a Speed map, the corresponding numbers are 21 bridges standing in c1600, of which 7 may
survive, a 33% survival rate, while for Leicestershire, referring again to a Saxton map, 10 bridges stood in 1575,
of which 2 survive, a 20% survival rate. All these numbers are within the envelope containing similar estimates
which I have made for other areas of the country, and again imply no obvious pattern. The relatively low survival
rates are a warning against drawing firm conclusions from examination of the bridges which survive, as together
they are no more than a good sized sample.
Otherwise, I have identified 7 standing bridges built before 1600 in Lincolnshire, (excluding a moat bridge), which
can be compared with 4 of those still standing from Saxton’s 27. So, 3 bridges, all of the ‘packhorse’ type and off
the beaten track, were not included by Saxton and no doubt there are others in the category, which have since
disappeared. I am not willing to try to quantify the number but it is sufficient to say that there were more than 30
bridges in Lincolnshire towards the end of the 16th century. In Rutland, all but one of the 8 pre-1600 bridges in my
compendium, are on Speed’s map. In Leicestershire, there are 8 pre-1600 bridges in my compendium, compared
with 2 survivals from those marked by Saxton; the difference of 6 bridges is accounted for, by narrow bridges, of
the ‘packhorse’ type or footbridges. There is some kind of pattern here, in that the early mapmakers clearly
focussed on important routes and sizeable rivers, thus missing smaller bridges on byways and tracks, but this
should in no way diminish respect for their remarkable achievements.
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